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Air Powered Projectile Group

Description

Indian Lab Suppliers accurate and repeatable to an amazing degree, thanks to the hard-plastic
chassis, this missile flies straight and true with minimal wind effect. Since it takes off at the same
velocity every time, your outcome is always precise and consistent, important for students testing
predictions, who'll reap rewarding results. 

Solid-fuel and water rockets just have too many variables for accurate study of Newton's Laws. So
explore projectile motion with this 100% safe, chemical-free air-powered projectile. 

And it's a breeze to use. All you do is pressurize the launch chamber with an ordinary bicycle pump.
When the pressure is high enough to pop off the thrust washer, the projectile blasts into the sky.  

You can even build a launch pad (or use the one below) to vary launch angles.  

Each projectile comes with four different thrust washers - Low, Medium, High, and Super - so you can
vary launch speed for different experiments.  

Then your students can use Newton's Laws to predict where the projectile will land. 
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Air-Powered Projectile Classroom Set 

A Complete Classroom Set of our popular Air Powered Projectiles ~ Enough for 6 lab Groups 

Air-Powered Projectile 

Air-Powered Projectile includes red launcher base with white pressure tube, rocket body with nose
cone, and set of 4 washers. 

Classroom Set Includes: 

Set of Angle Wedges 

Air Powered Projectiles 

Launch Pads 

Set of Replacement Washers 

Air Heavy-Duty Air Pumps 

Deluxe Trundle Wheel 

  

Contact jLab for your Educational School Science Lab Equipments. We are best scientific laboratory
equipments manufacturer, scientific laboratory equipments supplier, technical educational equipment
exporter, technical educational equipment manufacturer, technical educational equipment supplier,
technical educational equipments exporter in india. 
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